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National TV coverage shows the country how golden our Knights really are - p.12
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will oversee Activity
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Student-.Govemment leaders locked out of offices

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
~istant news editor

•
•

photo/EMILY REILY

Golden Knights shine in first
half against #1 UMass. See
page 12.

•
•

•

Ne'''" llriefH
•President Hitt orders shutdown of
Student Government. See page 1.
(Related stories on pages 1-3.)
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· • Florida Leader magazine names
UCF 'best' in four categories. See
page4.
• Knight Ambassadors will promote academic excellence. See
page 2.
•The SG suspension brings varied
reactions: See page 2.

features
The weekly crossword and a
review of the play Carousel.
See page 9.

•

•
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During a press conference
Tuesday, PresidentJohn C. Hitt suspended the Student Government executive and legislative branches until the fall 1996 semester. He (.l.lso
announced the suspension of Student Government elections.
In response to a student's suggestion that the UCF student body
could get enough signatures to hold
an election before the fall term, Hitt
and Vice President for Student Affairs LeVester Tubbs said they were
suspending the SG constitution, as
well.
Other terms of the suspension
include the following:
• A Special Commission will
review Student Government Statutes and recommend· appropriate
modifications to those statutes. The
members include seven former student body presidents, two former
stude.nt regents and one former SG
cabinet member.

photo/SAGIMARIO

Frank Amoros and Miguel Torregrosa, along with the legislative branch of UCF's Student Government, are suspended from office. President Hitt and Vice President for
Student Affairs LeVester Tubbs said the SG Constitution is suspended as well.

•A Special Committee will
oversee the distribution of the student fees. The committee will include the members of the SG Judicial Council, and leaders selected
from the following organizations:
President's Leadership
Council
Greek Council
Residence Hall Association
Lake Claire Apartment As-

The committee will be supervised
by the Student Affairs Office and
SG permanent staff.
The press conference drew
local television and newspaper media, as well as a small crowd of
curious onlookers. Some of the most
heated questions, in fact, came not
from the media but from suspended
see SUSPENSION, page 2

Student Union scheduled to ope~ fall tenn FSA fights SG
suspension
by DALE WILLIAMS
Contributing writer

While laborers work on theexteriorofthe new Student Union, the office
staff is hammering out the details of the
interior. Here is a sneak preview: ·
FASTFOOD-TheUnionfood
court will be set up in a similar fashion
to food courts at most malls. There will
be three brand-name fast food vendorS
with serving space adjacent to a large
common seating area Several vendors
are under consideration.
PUB and GAMEROOM-

The Pub will serve beer and wine,
burgers, sandwiches and a variety
of appetizers. It is adjacent to the
gameroom which will have the best
in video games, pool, darts and air
hockey.
RETAIL SHOPS-Retailers
will offer services not currently
available on campus, such as mailing and packaging services, videocassette rentals, flower and gift sales
and others.
ATMs-There will be four
ATMs operated by major are~.
banks.

Editor in ChiefSean Perry talks
about the SGA suspension and the
media See page 6.
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Find a home, love interest or
job. See page 5.
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sociation
African American Student
Union
Hispanic American Student
Association
The Special Committee will
allocate funding for all campus clubs
and organizations seeking funding
through the Activity and Service
Fees, according to information provided by the Public Affairs Office.

The new Student Union is located at the geographic center
of campus. Upon completion, the facility will encompass
more than 130,000 square feet, including a large atrium.

CONVENIENCE STOREThe Union convenience store will
stock a variety of grocery items,
magazines and sundries. A quickservice restaurant, probably serving
custom-made sandwiches, will also
be .located in the convenience store.
COMPUTERLAR--A3,000
square foot lab operated by Student
Government will house Macintosh
computers reserved for student use.
All computers will have full network access.
LOUNGES-The third floor
of the building has large lounge areas for relaxing, studying or watching a little TV between classes.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
CENTER-The SAC will have
meeting rooms, offices and work
spaces for many student organizations. Spaces will be assigned annually through an application process. There will also be almost
15,000 square feet offlexible meeting space.
The Union, which is located
in the geographic center of the
campus, will be open seven days a
week from around 7 a.m. to midnight.
Plagued by delays, the Union
is scheduled to open prior to the
fall, 1996 term. When it opens, it
will be staffed primarily by student employees.
Source: Student Union office brochure

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
~istant news editor

TAUAHASSEE-''Why
have a government if it can be
overthrown by one man?" Sharon
Pacheco, executive director of the
Florida Student Association asked.
Pacheco voiced other frustrations following the Board of
Regents meeting Friday. TheBOR
turned down a resolution offered
by FSA, an advocacy group for the
state university system's student
governments.
The resolution sought to
ensure stronger rights for students
in the future of their students governments. However, the BOR appeared to be in no mood to compromise.
According to Pacheco,
Kevin Mayeux, the SG president
of the University of Florida and
chair of the FSA, spent more than
1Ominutes at the podium pleading
with the BOR to reinstate the UCF
student government
Instead, the Board decided
to audit all of the state university
student governments next year.
"We were deeply disappointed they didn't hear us,"
Pacheco said. "We have Jost our
faith in the Board ofRegents when
it comes to students' rights."
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Tell us ha you think about the
Student G vemment shutdown.
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net

The
Orlan.do
Se·n tine-1

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
~news editor
The Knight Ambassadors
program will promote academic
excellence on campus and in the
community.
Smdents who are selected
for this new program wiU have
special opportunities to learn leadership skills and act as representatives ofUCF in the Central Aorida

I FLORIDA LEADER

"I think the (UCF) administration
has been unwilling to compromise.
The administration should look
for solutions other than closing
down student government"
David Quilleon, president
USF Student Government

1be situation at UCF clearly is out

ofhand. butdisbandingstudentgovemment. as UCF President John
Hitt has threatened, is an extreme
measure that should be avoided."
The Orlando Sentilul editorial
priortosuspemion,March9, 1996

~tis obviously disappointing, but it
is time to move on. I haven't really

enjoyed the Seaate this year." Hess
plans to run for SG president in the
fall.
MikeH~

Suspended SG senator

SG members.
"Why suspend the Senate?" suspended SG Sen. David
Siegel asked Hitt. "After all,
we're 50 elected people-we
can't all be bad."
One UCF student, who
wished to remain unnamed,
turned to Amoros during the
press conference and admonished him about the purchase
of laptop computers.
"Why did you have to

At ]east two suspended SG
members, as well as Holsenbeck
and Hitt, went to Tallahassee for a
special presentation and the Board
of Regents meeting held on Friday.
(For more on the press conferImmediately following the
press conference, Amoros invited
ence, see page' 3.)
Miguel Torregrosa, sus- reporters from Channel 2 and 6 to
pended SG president. was missing accompany him to the SG offices
from the press conference. Ac- to continue their interviews.
The SG office doors were
cording to an SG staff member,
Torregrosa was on his way to locked, with new locks which had
Tallahassee for a special presenta- been installed during the press contion.
ferenc·e .
buy those expensive laptop computers?" she asked. "Why couldn't
you have gotten something
cheaper?''
Amoros
responded,
"Cheaper is not always better."
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•TheBeijing omen•seonference. 5:30 p.m., President• s Dining Room. Call 823-6502.
-comedy: Gerald Kelly, 8
p.m., SAC.
•Alpha Kappa Alpha Brain
Bowl, call 823-6471.
MARCH20
•Bluestocking Bag Lunch.
"Southern Women Writers," 12:30
p.m.-1:30 p.m., Board of Regents

Room, AD~ 3rd floor.
•Movie: Braveheart, 7 p.m.,
SAC.

~

area

Press conference draws media, heated exchanges
from SUSPENSION, page 1

Ambassadors
will learn, earn
scholarships

~-....

L/

Responsibilities of the

Knight Ambassadors are:
•Represent UCF at university and community functions.
•Work as a mentor to other
students.
•Participate in leadership
development
•Directcommunity services.
This distinguished program
was established by the Division of
Enrollment and Academic Services,AcademicDevelopmentand
Retention and the Minority Student Services.
Deadline: March 22. Call
823-2716 for requirements.

MARCH21
•Discussion: "Women in the
Workplace," 7:30 p.rn., V AB 105.

•Speaker: RobertF. Kennedy,
Jr., 8 p.m., SCA.
MARCH23
•Fashion show: "Fashion
Dream. A Rainbow of Styles," 8:30
p.m., SCA. Call 823-5504. Free for
UCF students; $2 for non-students.

Benefits will help UNICEF.
MARCH24 •Movie: Ace Ventura2, When
Nature Calls and Ace Ventura, Pet

•
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•

•
•
•
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•

•
•
•

Detective, 5 p.m. and 9 p.m., SAC.

•
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CARIBBEAN EXPERIENCE

l

TAN AND NAILS
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NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

•

Grand Opening Special
$l 0 off Full Set of Nails
$39.95 l month unlimited tanning

•

1 free tan with full set of nails

•

l 011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO

®

Remuranf and Bar

365-9755

•

UNIVERSITY OF ORLANDO

•

6441 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 275-2000

LAKE BUENA VISTA LOCATION ONLY

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
FOLLOWING FULL AND PART TIME
POSITIONS:

-WAIT STAFF
-HOSTESSES
-BUS STAFF
-EXPERIENCED COOKS
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY llAM - SPM.
1-4 Exit 27, Crossroads of Lake Buena Vista
"At the entrance to Walt Disney World Village"
(407)827 -1257

X 228

MBA & Ph.D. IN BUSINESS
•Large, new Graduate School Campus
•Outstanding Faculty
•Small Student-Teacher Ratio
• International Business Emphasis
•Convenient SATURDAY Classes
• Continous Enrollment
•Six Week Terms
•Complete course work in 15 months
•Affordable
• Financial Assistance available for
those who qualify
• Next class starts Saturday
March 23, 1996

FOR INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS
Call Noel Hansen
Director of Admissions

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Hitt and Tubbs make statements
The following statement
was released to the press March
12:

"

Statement by President Hitt
The University of Central
Florida was established to provide an environment for students
and faculty that fosters learning
and growth. As stewards of that
process, an important part of my
job as president is to ensure appropriate spending ofstudent fees.
Some questionable actions by
Student Government leaders in
the Executive and Legislative
branches have resulted in my decision, as advised by Vice President for Student Affairs LeVester
Tubbs, to suspend Student Government immediately. Terms of
the suspension are as follows:
•The Student Government
Legislative and Executive
branches will be suspended until
the Fall 1996 se~ester.
Student Government elections will be postponed until the
Fall 1996 semester.
•A Special Committee consisting of members of the Student
Government Judicial branch and
student leaders will oversee the
distribution of the student fees.

•
•

• A Community Advisory
Board consisting of past Student
Government leaders and student
Regents has been established to review Student Government Statutes
and to recommend appropriate

modifications to those statutes.
Before I ask Vic~ President
Tubbs to make his statement, let me
stress three points:
• Much though~ and sincere
effort was made to resolve these
issues and problems before coming
to this decision.
• These actions ~e being
taken to benefit and safeguard the
interests of all students.
• We are undertaking a corrective, temporary measure to sus-_
pend snident government.

Statement by Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, vice president of Student
Affairs
The University of Central
Florida Student Government has a
strong tradition of outstanding service to the student body and the Orlando community. In fact, for the
previous three years, it was named
the state's best student government
among public higher education institutions by Floridaleadermagazine.
Unfortunately, in light ofquestionable spending habits by the current Student Government administration, I, as the principal administrator of all student activities, recommended to President Hitt that the
Executive and Legislative branches
ofStudent Government be suspended
until Fall 1996, leaving the Judicial
branch intact.
In view of the problems identified in the state auditor's report and
as a result of the proposed 1996-97
Student Senate budget, action to sus·pend Student Government was neeessary.
While this action might seem
drastic, it is not unprecedented.
I regret that it was necessary
forme to recommend the suspension
of Student Government, but it is in
the best interest of the entire student
body.

Editor's note: Florida Leader magazine representative Sarah Beavers said the UCF
Student Government was in the running to win "Best Student Government" for this year. The
competition is taken very seriously and the UCF Student Government was highly considered,
according to Sarah Beavers.

Future is good!

Press conference
sparks lively Q&A
The following is a paraphrased summary of many of the
questions and answers exchanged
during Tuesday's press conference.
Unless designated otherwise, the
questions were from the media.
Q. Is anyone in the administration pushing for
criminal charges
against the SG leaders?'
Hitt: Not at
the present time.
Hitt said, "these
aren'tbad people,"
referring to suspended SG leaders.
Hitt did not
rule out the possibility of criminal
charges, pending
the results of a state
audit.
Q.Isthepurchase oflaptop computers in keeping with university guidelines?
Hitt: It wasn't the purchase
of the laptops or the amount of
money that was necessarily wrong.
The auditor's questions dealt with
whether or not they benefited the
student body in general.
Q. Why not let students take
care of resolving the.problems?
Hitt: The administration felt
that process had not worked, evidenced by the fiscal budget being
prepared for next year.
Q. What was the most serious abuse?

Hitt: The money used for publicity and tickets to a football game.
Q. What did y.ou do to warn
students?
Tubbs: There were more vetoes this year than any other year.
Q. Why was the suspension
announced dµring spring break, when
most students were away from the
campus?
Hitt: Hitt was away from the
campus the week before.
Amoros
to
Tubbs: Whydidn'tyou
release the draft proposal (for suspension)
to me when I asked for
itlastFriday?Don'tyou
have to based on the
Sunshine Law?
Tubbs: You just
asked me for it; you
didn' tmention the Sunshine Law.
UCF student to
Amoros: Why get laptop computers. Why not
get something cheaper?
Amoros:
Cheaper is not always better.
Former employee of Hitt's
office: Is it true you and members of
your staff are under investigation?
Will you hold a press conference
when those investigations have been
completed?
Hitt: Hitt does not hold press
conferences for every event. The investigation should be completed
soon.
Suspended SG Sen. Siegel:

Why suspend the legislative branch?
Hitt: The Senate did not stop
the executive branch from questionable spending .

YOU CAN FINISH IN FOUR YEARS!
AT

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE - ORLANDO PROGRAM
• Fully accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools
• Specifically tailored for working
college students
• Convenient evening and week. end classes
• Seven-week terms/ competitive

282-0505

tuition rates

Offering B.S. - Business Adm1nlstration Degrees in:
•Accounting
•5th Year CPA Courses
•Computer Information Science
•Finance •Human Resources Management
• Production Management
• MarkeUng Management

CALL TODAY AT:

next te.rm begins April 25

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE-ORLANDO• 8578 AVENUE C. •ORLANDO, FL 32827 • 855·1302

S500 Lg Cheese Pizza
.,

wI ·valid student ID
for dine-in or take oat oaly

Located a~ross from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!
•

•

•

25e Wings
Monday - Friday II - 5
All Day and_Night Saturday

855-1302

Send more information
about Florida Southern College-Orlando Program to:

Address:~~~~~~-

City:---.-----

State/Zip: - - - - -
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UCF named to 'best schools' list
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Assistant news editor

With the largest Rush in college history, the Greek community at UCF earned the
title ofBest Greek Life at any Florida college
or university from Florida Leader magazine.
UCF also won a nod from the publisher
in the following categories:
Most Physically Fit Student Bodies
Best College for a Film Career
Best Living Lab.
Sarah Beavers, assistant editor of
Florida Leader, said the publisher and editors
look at a variety of sources to make their
determination.
As a general rule, they subscribe to the
student newspapers, alumni magazines and
send questionnaires to the university public
relations office.

According to Beavers, they found some
of their information for the UCF picks in
outside magazines and sources.
The Best Greek Life title was awarded
to UCF's Greek community bec(J.use of the
active role they took on campus during the
past year, as well as their outside community
invqlvernent. Volunteer work, such as "Hoop
It Up With the Orlando Magic," earned the
judges' notice. ·
The 4,800 square feet of fitness facilities at UCF contributed to the university's tie
with the University ofMiarni for Most Physically Fit Student Bodies.
The UCF Student Government provided $11 ,000 to buy state-of-the-art fitness
equipment.
The success of UCF film students Anthony Torres and Ben Hershleder were a
major consideration in the university's being
photo/WHITTIER

The cypress dome symbolizes the many natural wonders available for
visitors to view at the UCF Arboretum. About 6,000 visitors come from
around the world each year to view the 50 acres of rare trees and plants.

Greeks at UCF like to have a good time, but they are also known for more
serious programs, like Greeks Advocating the Mature Management of Alcohol.

named Best College for a Film Career. ~ there; and a few years ago, a fifth grade class
Torres' Lobsterboy and Hershleder's Tickits became lost. Helicopters flew overhead
both won major film industry awards. UCF's searching for them until they were found.
Beavers said the most competitive
school is often ·compared to high profile
schools like UCLA and NYU.
category, and the one which is taken most
Students who have visited our Arbore- seriously, is the Best Student Government
turn will understand why UCF was named the award. UCF' s Student Government was
school which had the Best Living Lab.
highly considered for this year's award and
The Arboretum covers more than 50 won praise from the magazine publisher.
acres of the UCF campus and features hun"They were definite-ly in the running
dreds of trees and plants that are native to for winning," said Beavers.
Florida, as well as plants from other parts of
However, Beavers said USF, which
the world.
had been suspend~d for six months in a prior
The Arboretum is host to almost 6,000 year, was "out to knock off the competition."
visitors each year, including a chartered flight
Copies of the magazine are available
of German tourists who flew to Orlando just around campus. Those wishing a personal
to visit the Arboretum.
copy should call~Florida Leader at (904) 373. Two weddings have been conducted 6907.

Do you enjoy helping ·people?
How about planning or marketing events?
Are you thoughtful about healthy choices
for yourself ·and others?
Want to make a positive difference at UCF?

•

Join SWAT and apply to be a_

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Training and Retreat this summer
Employment 12-15 hours per vveek
for Fall 1996 and Spring 1997

APPLICATION DEADLINE
Friday, March 22
at the
Campus Wellness Center
823-5841

•

Classified

•

•
•

•

Club Info

·

Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
just interested in hanging around
with veterans having fun and
helping the community?
Join The Student Veteran
Association.
For info Call 823-2707
Do you like to have fun & want to

learn about wellness? Join
S.W.A.T. Student Advocate team.
Every Wed. 3pm for more info call
Wellness center x5841

•

•

•

$1750 weekly possible, mailing
our circulars. For info call 301- .
306-1207

•

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

TWO LOCATIONS AV AILABLE
Maitland and Research Park, just
· south of UCF

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRINGStudents needed! Entry-level &
career positions available world
wide. Call Resort Employment
Services (206)971-3600 ext
R54181

For appointment call:
Sprint Employment
(407)661-0206
EOE

must have clean driving record
great personality & customer
service oriented
Call Guest services management
481-0513 or222-9475 Must be 21

•

•
•

I

on the

World Wide Web
http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html

•

Wotk From Home p/t, f/t
$500-$1500
Call 672-4356

CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+/month.
· World travel. Seasonal & fulltime positions. No exp. necessary. For info. call 1-206-9713550 ext. C54184

Office Assistant-Part time needed
for small busy office. Must be
familiar with MS works, Type
40wpm, and have excellent phone
skills. 3 flex days/week, 9-5.
Bilingual a plus. 673-3331
Valet Runner
*Largest Co. in Central Florida
*I-Drive, Downtown, Win ter
Park
*Guaranteed & Flexible shifts
*Great money $6-$12 Hr.
*19 years of age
*Call 849-0670 9-5 M-F

Phone Reps.
Day or evening/weekend schedules. Don't let your education be
the only item on your resume.
Work for a Fortune 500 Company
and start building your career
today.
* $7.00 Hr. base salary
* Paid training
* Paid Vacation
* Monthly Bonus
* Professional Environment
* Service Bonus

Internet Income. National
Internet Service provider seeks
local sales people. Commissions,
bonuses, residuals. Full time/Part
time. Call 673-3747

•Large, New Graduate School Campus
•Outstanding Faculty
•Small Student-Teacher Ratio
•Convenient SATURDAY Classes
• Continous Enrollment
•Six Week Terms
•Complete course work in 15 months
• Affordable
• Financial Assistance available for those
who qualify
• Next class starts Saturday
March 23, 1996

FOR INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS
Call Noel Hansen
Director of Admissions

Make Us A Part
Of Your Future
RETAIL MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive Compensation Program
Excellent Benefit Plan ·
Training and Development
Regional Locations
Equal Opportunity Employer

Check with your campus placement

office for further information

Classifieds work at
The Central Flo_rida
Future
NOTICE!

NOTICE!

NOTICE!

IF YOU ARE A STUDENT FROM OVERSEAS
WITH GOOD BUSINESS CONNECTIONS BACK
HOME, CALL US FOR THE OPPORTUNITY OF
A LIFETIME. ,
· PHU 332-9288 (9-5 p.m.)
TOM 298-6287 (After Hours)
FAX 291-6690

,----~----------~~-----------------~------------------,

~
ClasSlifiledAdvertlslng .l"DOTm

•
-----------------------~------

•

X·228

MA.Ed. & ED.D. IN EDUCATION

We are currently recruiting to fill
50 positions through the 18th of
March at our UCF/Research Park
facility. Call Amy at
NORRELL SERVICES
today for an immediate interview!
875-9675

•

•

6441 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 275-2000

I ,

•

•

SPRINT offers;
*Paid fortune 500 sales training
*Flexible work schedules
* $7/hr. plus bonus
*Opportunity for regular employment
*Professional work environment

100 People Wanted: We pay you
to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
380-2549

VALET PARKING POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

•

A
GREAT PLACE
To Work In 1996

For Rent

Help Wanted

..

UCF Cert. Diver to assist UCF
Dive program. Free trips and adv.·
instruction. Call (407)770-6085

Sprint/United Telephone a leader
in the telecommunications
industry, is now staffing for the
new year. Its TELECENTER,
located in Research Park, adjacent
to the UCF campus.
Sherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 2/2
Part-time/Full-time positions
dmv prop 657-1967 l 800 929-4403
available.
We are loooking for highly
2 br/2 bath apt. off Goldenrod.
motivated candidates with
NS, quiet, no pets. $235 + 1/2 util
excellent verbal skills and
Matt or John 673-2871
computer literacy.

•

•

Free Long Distance Phone
Service: No change in current
carrier while earning substantial
weekly income. Contact Gladys
at 380-3075

UNIVERSITY OF ORLANDO

-----------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

Pleasecheckoneofthefollowmg:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Greek Corner
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ Cash
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others .
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054 .
Name, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

- - - -

--

- - - - - -~

_Th_ec_~_H_~_F_~~~~O_pinion

March 19, 1996

A lack of checks and
balances for the students
0 The SGA shutdown
is another example of
the administration's
dictatorial mentality.

Sean Perry

"It was the best of times; it
was the worst of times." The irony
of past literary accomplishments
echo across our fair campus with a
high degree of relevance. Having
witnessed far too many Spring semesters as a student/journalist, I
consider myself somewhat of a
University of Central Florida historian. As the strength of the athletic
program grows and the school of
business consistently receives accolades, it would seem that our university is seeing the best of times.
However, a well-rounded university system should be able to boast
the achievements of all it:S student
leaders. In this light, it becomes
quite clear that UCF is seeing the
worst of times.
The university is a landmark of
education, in and out ofthe classroom.
Our professors and ''Dr.' s" serve as
the teachers, and weplaythepartofthe
students. Some students choose to
spend the majority of their research in
the classroom, and others take on extra<wricularchallenges. Forovertwo
de.cades UCF had its own forms of
real-world education outside the walls
of the classroom. In the field ofmedia,
there was a student radio station and a
student newspaper. Although both
were under the reigns of the campus
administration, they were predominately run by students. Along with
these sources of multi-media, we had
a student government that has consistently been heralded by outside authorities. Thenewspaper,radio station

Editor in
Chief
and student government all served as
an opportunity to apply the gained
knowledge of the classroom. And
when the students failed, the teachers
wotild attempt to show them how and
why and then to teach them the proper
route for success. More importantly,
though, these programs served as a
course on the realities of the American
system of checks and balances. Our
nation's constitution developed this
system for all American adult citizens.
In the short period of four
years, our university president has
managed to dismantle all three forms
of checks and balances. All three of
these systems representing the
students' voice have been either
taken over by the administration,
denounced publicly, or driven to
near failure by our teachers.
_
The students pay money to attend classes and receive an education
at UCF. These monies are now strictly
in the hands of a dictatorial administration. The students have no forum of
voice to check on the propriety of the
administration's actions. The real
world education that the administration is offering to us is not that of
American institutions and values, but
of a government resembling preWWil Germany,in which the last real
step to one man's complete power
was the dismantling of the legislative
· ~ranch- of government It is a shame
that students, American citizens, must
hand over their rights when they sign
up for classes.

Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
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Screaming at Wiccans is inappropriate
"Christians are the most rude,
inconsiderate, bigoted people on the
planet." That's what I heard as I
listened to the opening monologue
of the Phillips Files, on Real Radio
104. l. Mr. Philips was referring to
the fiasco that occurred in Titusville
the night before. A Wiccan priestess
had been invited to speak and dehad read the week before. The book
liver the invocation before the city of their actions would be?
The question we should ask discussed the transition in America
counsel meeting. As she was introduced, a number of Christians who is, "How are we displaying the love from a sense of national pride and
were present booed and yelled, dis- of God that attracts people to Him?" togetherness to the fonnation of
rupting the meeting. During her If we aren't displaying that love, small, indi victual, self-interested
prayer, some even screamed the then something's wrong. The only groups. These groups each attempt
Lord's Prayer.
thing these loud, rude protests do is to influence society in order to
Listening to Mr. Phillips criti- cause non-Christians to think Chris- achieve their own goals, and many
cize Christians for their intolerabil- tians are a bunch of obnoxious idi- Chri~tians are doing the same thing.
Our goals have become such
ity brought about feelings of frustra- ots. These actions don't draw anytion and embarrassment within me. one to Christ. Looking from the things as outlawing abortion, conUsually, when I feel compelled to outside, who would want to be in- demning homosexuality, getting rid
write, it is out of frustration with cluded in a group of idiots? This is ofpornography, and the list goes on.
liberals, but in this case I feel my also the source of my embarrass- We have large national groups such
audience should be fellow Chris- ment, because now I'm stereotyped as the Christian Coalition and the
tians who might consider taking as an irrational bigot, as a result of a Family Research Council. They prothese types of actions themselves.
duce literature, run advertisements
dozen or so disruptive Christians.
As a young Christian, I was
Some Christians are using the and lobby Congress, all of which
taught that my life should reflect the name of Chris~ianity to do the very are useful functions, but the problife of Jesus Christ. Even in situa- things they condemn. Flip the coin. lem is with our goals. We can fight
tions where decisions are difficult, I Imagine what would happen if non- . as hard as possible to force our
should ask the question, "What Christian members of the Titusville Christian values on the rest of sociwould Jesus do?"
city s;ouncil show up at an Easter ety, and we might be successful.
So, as I reflected on the com- Sunrise Service on the beach and However, if we neglect our chief
ments of Mr. Philips and many of repeatedly yell the Pledge of AJle- goal of spreading the good news of
the callers, I asked myself, "Would giance throughout the service. If we Christ's sacrifice, in the process, all
Jesus have stOod in a public build- expect respect we must show others of our fighting is useless.
ing and yelled a prayer as an attack the same respect, even if we bitterly
Correct me ifl' m wrong, but
against someone whom he felt was disagree with their views. Believe Jesus never said, "Go and persecute
spiritually lost?" The answer to that me, I don't like a Wiccan Priestess unbelievers." Protesting, yelling and
question is no.
having the platfonn at a city council name calling doesn't change hearts.
First of all, I tried to recall any meeting, but there are much wiser It hardens them. Loving, understandinstances in the life ofJesus in which ways to take action.
ing and encouraging changes hearts
he went ba1Iistic. The only such
As a very conservative Chris- and minds. Until our goals as Christime I can think of is when Jesus tian myself, I feel trapped many tians change from lobbying to
entered the temple in Jerusalem and times, especially in the area of poli- discipling, we are simply dealing
found men selling animals and ex- tics. However, we should remem- with the symptoms of a sick society.
changing money.
ber that Jesus' critics attempted to We've got to cure the root problem.
That was the single time Jesus trap him all the time, but he always
Here's a related quote from
acted in this way, and he certainly steered clear of their attempts by one of today's leading Christian
never used those tactics to oppose .doingorsayingtheunexpected. We, Bands, DC Talk, 'The greatest single
people who didn't believe in him.
too should look for ways to get our cause of atheism in the world today
Next, as Christians, we should views out. It's legal to protest and is Christians whoacknowledgeJesus
go further than, "What would Jesus hold demonstrations, but thatdoesn 't with their lips, and walk out the door
do?" We should attempt to under- make it the best way to handle a and deny him by their lifestyle. That
stand why Jesus would act the way situation.
is what an unbelieving world simhe would. Take this loud protest for
My thoughts were echoed by ply finds unbelievable." As Chrisexample. Did these Christians actu- my pastor on Sunday. During the tians, let's not contribute to that.
ally look at what the consequences sennon, he referenced a book he

Chris Storms
Embarrassed

Christian
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Sometimes it takes a ''Christian on the Green"
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Reading the recent article
about that man on the Green has
really put my "Jewishness" into perspective. I HAVE seen many
Chassidic and Orthodox Jews that
have beards. Yet I have never seen
any Jews with horns. To make any
parallel is almost anti-Semitic in
and of itself. One is true, while the
other is total nonsense. I should
have known what I was in for, after
reading the title alone. To refer to
the "hate-monger of the Green" as
the "Christian of the Green" is as
much an insult to Christians, as stereotyping Jews as wearing "funny
little beanies" (what an interesting
choice of words) is to Jews. Any
Jew should know that yarmulkes
(there's those "beanies" again) are
only required to be worn by men,
and many non-orthodox men don't
wear them outside of the synagogue.
And to refer to them as "FUNNY
little beanies" gives the impression
that wearing them is somehow abnormal.
I, too, am COMFORTABLE
with my religion, yet, for me, that
means it has an enormous effect o.n
my daily life. It governs the way I
act toward my fiancee, the way I
conduct business, and the way I
interact with people in general. It
also governs what I do every
Shabbos (our day of rest, and a day
for thanking God).
From elementary school all
the way through high school, I've
been the only Jewish person in my
schools. If anyone should have felt
like "a tadpole swimming in an ocean
of sharks," it should have been me.
But instead of wanting to blend in
with the crowd, I wanted other
people to know that I was proud of
my religion and my heritage as a

Eric M. Ort
Passionate

Reader
Jewish person. How any group of observe those days. Hanukkah is
people acts in the face of adversity, ' one of the less religious holidays in
either strengthens their sense of who comparison to others like Purim (a
they are, or diminishes their sense of holiday in which \VE celebrate and
self worth. I do not feel that I am party), Rosh Hashanah and Yorn
above anyone, NOR do I feel that I Kippur. Does this me_an that Chris·am beneath anyone. Many people tians are left home with nothing to
still ask me about Judaism. I might do on those holidays? What other
be the only Jewish person they have religions celebrate should have no
ever met (or will evermeet). lAstead effect on you, nor should your celof trying so hard to say I am just like ebrating Jewish holidays have any
everyone else, I show my pride in effect on them. If anyone is upset
my identity, and I gain respect from that they are not celebrating Christmas, then they should go to a Purim
others for it, in the process.
The only way that Christmas party, or Simcha Torah, or even a
"backs up on us" is when we are good Hanukkah celebration.
This IS a free country, and
constantly inundated everywhere we
go, on every radio station and on you are correct that he has a right to
every TV station between October say what he thinks about his reliand December. Other than that, gion, and EVEN about other reliChristians have as much a right to gions. But as much as he has a right
celebrate their religion as we do to speak, we have an obligation to
ours.Judaism is no more about spin- set things straight for those that might
ning Driedels, than Christianity is actually believe his ignorant ravabout giving gifts and p~tting up a ings. In addition, I totally disagree
with ANY justification of why he
tree.
What sets us apart from Chris- might have felt such hatred. There is
tianity is not that we are "at home NO excuse for him to feel as he
with nothing to do" on Christmas. does. NO ONE has the moral right
(Does this mean that Buddhists are to characterize a whole group of
putting up trees every December people based on bad experiences
25th??) What sets us apart is that we (no matter how severe) inflicted by
are Jewish ... not Christian, but Jew- one individual, or a group of indiish. We were given the Torah by viduals. I've had _bad experiences
God over 3000 years ago, which from different groups of people bestilt, to this day, shows us how we fore, but if I started spouting hateare supposed to eat, how we should speech like him, I would be just as
act toward one another, what days ignorant and wrong.
I don't feel that his hatred, or
are considered holy, and how to

the hatred by other people is where
the problem is. The proJ:>lem is in the
justification of his hatred, and in
others' acceptance and apathy towards it. Why should anyone just
stand and listen? They have every
right to speak as much as he does. I
have seen many people arguing with·
him, expressing their views and
opinions on his ignorance. What is
so different about them? Is it that
they are comfortable with their ethnic or religious background?
I don! t think sitting down with
the "hate-speaker on the Green" in
any manner (and certainly not hearing his side of his hatred) is of any
use. I also don't think hating him is
of any use either. The only thing I
feel for someone that hates a whole
ethnic or religious group is pity.
There are many people who don't
have even a high.school education,
but still have the decency and compassion that separates us from animals. I wonder if he realizes that
Jews don't believe in a hell. Maybe
someoneshouldhavetoldhim.Boy,
he is sure going to feel like an idiot
when he finds out.
What he is missing, in all of
his hate-speech, is not only that we
would be without the great people
given to us by every race and religion, but that every group of people
was put on this Earth by God, NOT
him. If he has a problem with that,
then he needs to address God. Regardless of who is a member of a
group, that group has a right to exist
peacefully, and pursue what makes
them happy. Every race, ethnicity
AND religion does make the world
a better, more diverse, and more
interesting place to live. And, speaking as a Jew, we are both different
and the same, just like every other
group in the world.

1. Dorm showers. The dorm
showers are somewhat compact. It's
like taking a shower in a phone
booth.
2. Cafeteria food. The other
day I ordered the cholesterol delight
burger. I said, "Could I have some
meat with my grease?" The cafeteria lady was not amused. By the
way, am I the only one who thinks
they should wear a hair-net?
3. Roommates. My roommate
smells like cheese, plays the banjo
and has less teeth than a cami val
worker. What does UCF mean by
standards?
4. The dorm's paper thin
walls. I can here everything that my
neighbors do. If I have to listen to
the Ratt Double Live album one
more time, I' 11 go crazy.
5. Dorm's room temperature.
Does UCFbelieve in moderate temperatures? One day it's the Mojave
Desert and th~ next day I've got
Walt Disney laying next to me.
6. Building similarities. The
first day of classes I got lost and I
had to ask for directions. Someone
told me to go to the big brick building. To say the least I missed that
---·.~~~~~~~~--...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--; class.
7. Parking. Do I even have to
say anything?
8. Dorm floors. These are
I
dangerously close to being colored
I
Dear Dan,
. concrete.
·
I read you column regularly
9. Resident Assistants. Every
and enjoy it. In the Feb. 29 issue I
once in a while I see my RA in the
found it questionable. Not offensive
halls. He says, "Hi," like we're
or wrong, just questionable.
friends or something. I haven't seen
The question is if multithis guy since move-in week, exculturalism will really make us betcept when he wants to confiscate
paraphernalia or tell us to shut up
ter people. Knowing about a person
does not mean I will like him. I
because it's quiet time.
might make me understand his ways
10. Dorm toilet paper. Rebetter but not make him a better have a very difficult time with evo- based on what is best 'in the whole member when toilet paper was soft?
person to me. The hat the Africans lution. And if you are really intq ··: ·~·fiotjust one faction.
I'd be better off wiping my butt on
One point for you, Dan, is the a curb.
wear looks funny to me, as does the accepting people of different cut.:., :· ·
yarmulke Jewish people wear. I may tures, you must also accept their . article you did a few weeks ago did
make fun of it to someone or just religion. You may not believe ii))ut. not show any compassion for "the
think it inappropriate, but knowing youmustallowthemtopracticeand Christian view" writer, Peter Max- on most everything here, but the
well. What you proved in your ar- Americanism you talk about is
about it will not change my opinion worship. without criticism. ·
1
do
not
believe
in
a
God
or
ticle
is that knowledge about an- multiculturalism. Leaming about
about
it.
Don't
get
me
wrong,
I
do
O The first of what
think it is nice to know about your supreme being. I will allow people other's beliefs can be used against other religions doesn't mean you
surely will be
neighbor, but forcing it on someone to practice their religion to a certain them. With the little that you knew will agree with them an.d no one
extent. Instead of multiculturalism I about his religion you probably con- expects you to. What it means is that
will
not change anyone's mind.
many responses
When you have a set of be- think they need to press American- vinced others that you knew exactly you develop a respectfor others an.d
totheSGA
their religions. Only the ignorant
liefs and are getting a lecture about ism: that this country was founded about his belief.
O Peter Maxwell
If you teach multiculturalism would be threatened by knowledge.
someone else's, most people will be on religious freedom; that you have
defensive. Not that the beliefs are your beliefs and other people have how can a teacher do justice to it if If your religion is so fragile, your
criticizes the
unfounded, but that they do not con-: their's. What the Christians did in they are not getting the basics? beliefs so tenuous, that they are
church
form to what you know. To teach a Titusville to the wiccan minister People have to learn to accept other threatened by simple knowledge,
Christian about wiccan beliefs waswrong.Theyshouldhaveprayed people and it cannot be forced on then perhaps it is time to get another
O David Swartz,
would be a disaster. It would be nice in silence, or not shown up until the them. If it could be forced on them, religion.
Jr. talks about
As for the "Christian View"
to teach every one about everyone benediction was over. The fact that then why is the KKK still around?
zippers
else, but that would take along time. this is America has escaped those in There is no fix-all except time. We writer, it was not his religion I was
What most people would like to see Titusville. Americanism would have have come a little way since the' 50s attacking, but his use ofit to spread
O Jeff Hogan
hate an.d misinformation.
i.s more in the areas of math, read- reminded them that it is the sum of and '.60s.
talks about his
Thanks for writing,
ing, writing, science, history, etc. I the community that makes them
Dan
Griffin
Hi
Carl.
also
do
not
think
it's
right
to
force
a
who
they
are.
They
are
not
dismilitary
The Liberal Media
I appreciate your taking the
child to listen to conflicting beliefs placed Irish, French or African. A
experience
about religion. Parents of religion community should make decisions time to write. I think that we agree

In response to multiculturalism
Carl Griffin ·
Guest
Writer
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Christopher F. FIQydyou are the winner!
Top Ten Beefs (In no
specific order)
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1996 Saturn Award Apply Today!
At Saturn, we believe in the importance of teamwork, so if you're working on a student project that's
making a difference on your campus or in your community, we want to know about it.

DOES YOUR PROJECT QUALIFY?

EXAMPLES OF PREVIOUS PROJECTS:

I

Your groups project will be judged for:
•Team initiative and enterprise.
•Creative solutions.
•Maximization of impact.
• Enhancement·of the campus
community environment.

•Launching a campus-wide recycling program.
• Hosting ·an international student fair.
•Raising funds for the homeless.
•Starting an alternative spring break program.

,THE WINNING TEAM ON CAMPUS WILL RECEIVE:
•

0

•$1000 and the prestigous Saturn Award presented during a special
on-campus ceremony.
•The chance to win The National Saturn Award of $5000

APPLY NOW
Pick up your application at:

th e

1 ~l~G

Office of Student Activities
Student Center Room 198

Wtf,

S.i1urn Aw. ird

-

•""""'-

Applications due by 5:00 p.m.
March 29, 1996

~. 51\TUlN N
ON

CAMPUS

• Teams of three or more students can apply.
•Eligible projects either began ow were active and
completed within one year prior to your school's
application deadline.
Still have questions?We11 be happy to answer them for you
Just call: 1-800-845-5309 Saturn On Campus headquarters
or call your campus contact at:

(407) 823-6471
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ACROSS

•

•

1 Gwynne or Astaire
5 Hit, old style
10 Cook a certain way
14 Georgia city
15 A fabric
16 Semicircular part of
a church
17 Of the ear
18 Letters
19 Derogatory word
20 Most joyous
22 Aquiline birds
24 A deadly sin
25 Gunner's need
26 Splendid dwelling
29 Free
33 Disconcert
34 Chicago players
35 With heavy heart
36Jab
37 Strained food
38 Casino items
39 Name in Genesis
40Barked
41 Hard seed

42 Detoured
44 Oil colors
45 Employer
46 Personal interest
47 Persecuted one
50Not alee
54 Sorrowful cry
55New
57 Leisure
58 "-Like it Hot"
59 Battery tenninal
60Ceremony
61 Try
62 Move down
63 Winter toy

DOWN
1 By reason of
2 Repetition
3 Arab VIP
4 A lessening
5 Garment part
6 Familiar term for a girl
7 Part of MIT: abbr.
8 Ball stand
9 Ballet cast
10 City in Maine

11 Hyalite
12"Woe-!"
13 Lighthorse Harry et al.
21 Edge
23 Ed the singer
25 Felt poorly
26 Stationery
27 Overhead
28 L.A. player
29 Attracted, in a way
30 Chinese or Japanese
31 Implied only
32 Pertaining to fathers
38 Rootless ones
40In use
41 Festive
43 Beginning
44 Kitchen gadget
46 Stockholm native
47 Upright spar
48-vera
49 Butts
50 Acknowledge
51 Weather word
52 Punta del 53 Marsh plant
56 Lennon's widow

The Answers
a

3 1 S
3 l I ~
3 S V 3

~ 3 M 0 1
3 0 0 N Y
1 3 A 0 N

S 3 l
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MtveA 19, 1996
New 'Carousel' a Striking and Inventive Theater Classic

1'·2

by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic

Despite the growing number
(and excellence) of theaters appearing in Central Florida, the Orlando
Broadway Series rarely receives
competition in the sheer size and
glitz of its shows, bringing the newest, most technical and largest productions available to~the Bob Carr
Auditorium-thinklekyll & Hyde,
Tommy, and last season's Phantom
ofthe Opera. Yet for all of this, and
even the promise of Miss Saigon
next year, the most original and
distinctive production offered by
OBS recently has certainly been
Rodgers and Hammerstein's Carousel.
A highly innovative musical
at the time of its debut in 1945,
Carousel had long been approached
by directors with sentimentality and
a rather stale sense of Broadway
tradition, until director Nicholas
Hytner unveiled a darker vision of
the show in England in 1992. Having since made its way to Broadway
and the current U.S. National tour,
Hytner's Carousel is both contemporary and classic, sweeping away
the romantic sty le of earlier productions to reveal meat of the show: a
beautifully crafted score and book,
charming and sorrowful, and characters who offer each other as much
pain and despair as love and hope.

A campy, cross-dr~ed
retelling of Dracula. The justsay-no dassic,Reefer Madness. ,
A post- modern, anarchic staging of Shakespeare's Measure ·
for Measure. JustafewofTheatre Downtown's offerings
from the recent seasons, this
list makes clear why Central
Florida counts on smaller theaters like this one for cuttingedge, even over-the-top, performances. Yet, as director
Tom Sherohman explains, the
boldest choice Theatre Downtown could have made for its
seventh anniversary show wkS .
the one everybody read in high

Perhaps the most gritty and
realistic of the Rodgers and
Hammerstein musicals, Carousel
traces the love between Julie Jordan, a proper young factory worker,
and Billy Bigelow, a bad-news car-

nival barker. Their turbulent marriage is marked by passion, his temper and their fear of confessing a
love for one another. When Julie
reveals that she is pregnant, Billy's
insecurity as a provider takes over,

photo/Marcus

Sarah Uriarte and Patrick Wilson star in 'Carousel.'

Written in 1953, The Cru- stunt show at Disney-MGM stucible came about while Miller was dios.PegO'KeefisElizabeth, whom
reading a book about the Salem audiences will remember for a wonwitch trials, and Senator Joe derful performance in Theatre
McCarthy was conducting a witch- Downtown's Six Degrees of Sepahunt of his own in ·Washington. ration. Hermostrecent performance
However, if we limit our view of the for t_he theater was in The American
play to those two eras,- notes Plan with CruciblecO-star, Rebecca
Sherohman, we miss the big pic- Tingley, who will be playing
ture. He cites censorship, gay bash- Abigitil. The charisma of the three
ing and immigration concerns as characters allow the play' s relationcurrent locai issues that often heat ships to "have so many layers."
up with the hysteria chronicled in
' The multi-faceted characters
the play. These issues are '.'in no and stirring speeches (which voice
way implied in the script," he says, swprisingly contemporary concerns
but the emotional force surrounding about our legal system) aside, what
them runs parallel to The Crucible's. drives the Crucible is good oldIr s also naive, Sherohman fasbioned suspense. "It's in the way
goes on, to believe that there are . the story unfolds, how the stakes
only right-wing witch-hunts, even keep rising throughout the play."
school.
, _ , though these tend to get the most Ul~im~tel)'.., a martyr's sacrifice is
Theformerartisticdirectoro~ ... Publicity. "It can happen anywhere requ!{~Jor Proctor to retain his
Theatre Downtown, Sherohman di- · · along the political spec~. Ifl am honor aiid the respect of his chilrected about ten plays and acted is as a liberaJ ...I'm probably not inclined dren.
many before leaving Orlando in 'to listen to anything Newt Gingrich
The Crucible is set in seven1994 to pursue a screenwriting ca- has to say. Or Rush Limbaugh. Ev- teenth-century Salem, requiring a
reer. While he was with the theater, eryone has their devil." look of Puritan starkness for the
The Crucible had been mentioned a
Yet, as this director views it, production. This is not as easy as it
few times, "but we never got to it." the play's theme is not its most sounds, says Sherohman, especially
When Sherohman, now Jiving in compelling aspect. Rather, he will on a community theater budget. He
Minnesota, heard that it had been simplybeconcentratingonthestory. saw a number of productions influslated for the anniversary show, he "It's a great page-turner," he as- enced by the Harrison Ford film
subrnitted his name as a possible serts, with an engaging plot, pas- Witness, but felt that they looked
director, and is very happy to have sionate characters and wonderfully more Amish than Puritan, "and this
been chosen. "I have a lot of sweat real connections. For example, is not Amish." For most plays done
equity and friends here," he chuck- Sherohman suggests, look at the at Theatre Downtown, individual
les.
relationship between the hero, John costume pieces· are donated, borWhile the home-corning is Proctor, and his wife, Elizabeth. rowed or found at thrift stores.
fun, Sherohman is just as excited ''People can relate." Whether one Achieving an accurate period look
about the opportunity to direct what partner has strayed, or another is for a whole cast, however, isn't not
he calls "Miller's best play," no overly-jealous,alovethathascooled likely to happen at a second-hand
small praise for the author who also is pretty familiar stuff to most audi- shop. The Crucible will be one of
penned All My Sons, A View from ences.
the few Theatre Downtown shows
the Bridge, and of course, Death of
John Proctor will be played for which all the women's costumes
a Salesman.
According to by Tony Venture in his Central will be built. The look, he says, will
Sherohman, The Crucible is now Aorida theatrical debut. The actor suggest ''the idea of community,
perfonnedmorethananyofMiller's has worked previously in Los An- true to the Puritan aesthetic."
other plays, and it comments on geles and Washington, D.C., and
The set posed another visual
more than you might expect.
currently stars in the Indiana Jones dilemma, as the show calls for scenes
1

•

and he kills himself after an unsuccessful robbery attempt. Allowed to
return to Earth for one chance at
redemption, Billy attempts to guide
his daughter toward a more promising future.
Hytner' s commanding direction drives all aspects of the show,
achieving a true re-creation, beginning with the cast. Rejecting the
ingenue soprano and robust male
lead stereotypes for Julie and Billy,
Hytner' s choices for the lovers are
Sarah ·Uriarte and Patrick Wilson,
who are both musically and dramatically outstanding. His voice is
as dashing and powerful as hers is
pure and dignified. The simplicity
with which Wilson and Uriarte approach both their scenes and songs
allow the audience to see more of
these tormented characters than
other actors have permitted in the
past. Tue bond between them, inex-.
plicable and ill-advised, becomes
the heart-wrenching core Billy and
Julie's lives, and these fine performers find truth in every moment
from their carefree yet res,erved
meeting to their final goodbye.
None of Carousel's leads disappoint. SheITy Boone and Sean
Palmer are likeable and enthusiastic
as Carrie and her Mr. Snow, and
Rebecca Eichenberger lives up to
every fan's expectations with her
inspiring ''You'llNeverWalkAlone."
DanaStackpoleis no less than

remarkable as Billy's tomboy
daughter, all elbows, fists and
pointed toes. Stackpole and her talented partner,Joseph Woelfel, share
a majestic, playfu1 and wonderfully •
sensuous ballet that marks one side
of Carousel's outstanding dance
performances. Llkethe ballet, "June
Is Bustin' Out All Over" is a highly
organic piece of choreography, in
clustered swirls rather than unison
patterns, but its lusty whirl of petticoats and sn~ of suspenders are as
free and vivacious as the ·ballet and most of the musical- is yearning and deep.
All of this takes place against
a backdrop ofominous beauty. From
the vivid deep blue of the New England night sky and sea, to the dark
towering ships leaning over Billy as
he falls on his knife, to the seductive
lights and laughter of the wondrous
carousel itself, each scene of •
Hytner' s Carousel is an unforgettable image, a haunting world in
which violence explodes out of despair, love returns only with a grain
of hope. This production's inventive
treatmentofNew 'Caropsel' a Striking and Inventive Theater
Classic Carouse/redefines this American classic, and makes the current tour
amust-seeforallmusicaJlovers.Look · •
for it to return to Aorida in future
seasons; demand and critical acclaim
will no doubt keep this tour running •
for several years.

in four locations. Unfortunately,
Theatre Downtown's 3/4 thrust stage
leaves the facility with little backstage space. In the end, a convertible set was created that is able to
suggest all four locales. Again, it's
~'spare and lean in design .. .to preserve those clean lines and the sparse,
.rusti.c look."
·
The human variable can be
the most difficult in a community
theater, says Sherohman, especially
with a large cast. While the leads
had cleared their schedules for rehearsal time, the play requires 22
actors, and generally eight or nine in
ea-ch scene. Sherohman calls the
rehearsal process "so far, so good,"
but admits that scheduling has nut
been easy.
While recognizing "how
many non-theater people k~ow [the
play]," Sherohman says that · The
Crucible was really a -brave choice

forTheatreDowntown. "It's typical
of the kind of courageous play selection that they do." Audiences
assume that the most challenging
productions are the ones that seem
'·'avant-garde, or whatever that
means." Sherohman says that, yet
again, Theatre Downtown was undeterred by limited facilities and •
funds; "when they make up their
mind~ to do a script... they figure out
a way to do \t."
c
Tom Sh~rohman directs The
Crucible, marking seven years of
Theatre Downtown productions. •
The play opens March 15 and runs
through April 13, Thursday through
Saturday at 8:00 p.m., with tickets
ranging from$? to $12. An anni versary presentation of The Crucible
will takeplaceat7:00p.m.onMarch
16; the $20 admission includes a •
light buffet l:Jefore the show. For · '
more information, call 841-0083.
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Until Robots replace Humans
... your plasma will always be needed

i\

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE ~LASl\llA YOU DONATE HELPS:

•
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*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for bums,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL
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The Knights put a first-half scare into fhe top-seeded Minutemen
KNIGHTS SHINE, from page 12
Unfortunately, those dreams
were put to rest early in the second
ha1f, as UMass point guard Edgar
Padilla went off on a defensive tirade, stealing the ball from the UCF
guards with incredible tenacity. It
was Padilla who kept the game from
being a down to the wire affair.
The Knights had no quit in
them, as Eric Riggs caught fire from
behind the arc, and UCF began to
contend with UMass' interior play a
little better. Of course, that could be
attributed to the fact that Camby
was incapacitated by a Reid Ketteler
accidental chop in the second half.
Despite much bleeding, Camby
would return to cap·off his 14 point,
17 rebound perfonnance.
This was Edgar Padilla's

•

game, however, as he finished with and West led by example, waging
15 points, 8 assists and 7 steals. His war against the taller, more physical
backcourt mate Carmelo Travieso Minutemen .
drained six treys en route to his
"I didn't want the guys to be
game high 21 points.
intimidated," Ketteler said. "We let
Kennedy matched Travieso' s a lot ofpeople and the media get into
high with 21, and went out with a our heads last time. That was the
bang by draining a 25 foot trey as the problem."
final horn sounded. Riggs added 20
This year proved to be far
and knocked down six trifectas as different, as the confident Knights
well. Stacy Castle also put together gave the country's top team fits.
a strong perfonnance, amassing 11
"They were fearless,"
points, grabbing 5 boards and dish- Calipari said. ''They had a great
ing out a team high 8 assists, while game plan and kept trying to find
turning the ba11 over just three times. ways to win."
Howard Porter, Reid Ketteler
Of course they did. After all
and Chris West combined for·only · that is the name of the game. UCF
three shots between the three of was out to win, and they didn't lose
them in their final college basket- the game before the opening tap,
ball game. Their leadership was un- like many critics insisted they would.
paralleled, a5 Ketteler delivered the
'We're not happy with the
motivational pep talk, and Porter outcome, but I'm proud of our kids
because_they never quit" UCF coach
Kirk Speraw said.
I don't think the word 'quit' is
allowed in UCF's vocabulary .
UMass and the entire nation can
testify to that

SORRY QJYS, BUI I HAD AY
HANDS fUll. AT IHE SAME llAE
SIOOENI &OVERNAENI CALLEO, AND
I lHINK IHEY NEEDED MY HELP
ALlllLE UE IHAN YOO QM.
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Shave Gel Salutes Intramural Excellence .
The Golden Knights trying
to conquer the top-ranked Massachusetts Minutemen at the Providence Civic Center on national
television seemed more like a
dream than the reality that took
place on March 14. Peter McNeely
must have felt that way as he
battled Mike Tyson in his first
match out of prison. Al though both
were ridiculed in the national spotlight, there was one big difference
- UCF fought proudly for 40
minutes, not 40 seconds.
With brand new, shiny black
uniforms with gold trimmed pinstripes, the Kn~ghts looked like a
contender. Who cared that CBS
analyst Frank McGuire said Harry
Kennedy' was so thin he couldn't
even fill his new attire out? A
Kennedy trey to open the game
shut McGuire up pretty quickly.
Two and a half minutes had
gone by and UCF and UMass were
even at 8. Highly unlikely, but the
national viewing audience was still
waiting like vultures, knowing this
couldn't last. The Minutemen
would oblige them, utilizing a 120 run to jump out to a 20-8 lead .
Coach John Calipari began to go
into his bench, bringing in little
used players like Rigoberto
Nunez, Ted Cottrell and Gimel
Padilla, as if to say 'O.~ guys,
have fun, but don't hurt them out
there.' The vultures and non-believers began to dish out theircriticism and chant 'I told you so. I
told you UCF didn't belong here.
I told you. I told you!'
Little did they know that the
Knights had a secret weapon:
PRIDE. Watching the Golden
Knights lay it all on the line did
something that a basketball game
isn'treally meant to do. As I looked
up in the stands and saw screaming UCF fans standing by their
guys, I realized how special it is to
be a part of something. I saw that

despite the fact thatthe University
. of Central Florida was getting
national notoriety for being the
worst team in the prestigious field
of p4, it was out to show the country that UCF is a quality institution. Harry diving for loose balls,
Eric Riggs and Stacey Castle fighting the UMass press, Chris West,
Howard Porter and Reid Ketteler
providing their senior leadership
and doing battle with the Minutemen Monsters inside showed everyone that the Knights would not
roll over and die .
UCF responded by outscoring the top-ranked team in the
/ nation 31-23 to pull within four at
the half, causing an entire nation
\I to shake their heads in disbelief.
_The second half saw UCF get
beaten by the better team, but the
country would see that the Knights
would not be outhustled, nor outclassed. As Eric Riggs stroked
treys and Reid Ketteler stroked
Marcus Camby, it became clear
that the University of Central
Florida's men's basketball team
had made their mark on the NCAA
Tournament and had given the
nation a taste of what the UCF
program is all about.
"We showed the nation
what Central Florida was made
of," Kennedy said. "I'm sure
people watching at home were
waiting for a blowout."
Yeah, but it wasn't going to
be like that. Those who follow
UCF hoops already knew that.
What remains to be seen is if the
Golden Knights can display their
flashy, new uniforms in the Big
Dance again next year.
Unfortunately, Chris West,
Reid Ketteler, Howard Porter and
Abel Herrera won't be there, but
they'll be watching from somewhere, overseeing that everything
goes well for the team they helped
create.

1996 Intramural Floor Hockey Standings
Thru 3/7/96
Women's (W)
Record

I.
2.

3.
4.

Team
Mother Puckers
.BSU Ladies
FCA Women
Hot Pucks

Points

3-0

9
3
3
3

I-2

1-2
l-2

Team
l. ML\
2. ZTA .
....
:>. AL\H
4. I1B<I>

Sororitv {Sl
Record
2-1
2-l

l-2
1-2

Points

6
6
3
3

1996 Intramural Softball Standings
Thru 3/7/96
Gemini B (GB)

Sorority (S)
Team

.Record

1. A.Ell
2. FCA Ladies

2~0

3. Mn

}M}

4.~

1-1

5. DB<?>
6. ZTA

1-1
1-1

7. AE..1 II
8. g

0-2
0-2

2-0

J.

2.

Team
Prime Time
Long Ballers
ASCE
The Cheerleaders

3.
4.
5. Prozac

GOOD-BYE
NICKS.
No soap and water shave helps
protect against nicks and dryness
like Skintimate® Shave Gel.
SKINTIMATE® SHAVE GEL
Could your legs be a little softerT'
©1995 SC Johnson & Son, Inc All nghts reserved

Record
2-0
2-1
1-1
1-1
0-3
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Play ball! Finally, the major
leaguers will do something they
haven't done in two years-play
a full 162 game schedule. 1994
saw the unforgettable, season ending strike, only to carry over to the
'95 season and abbreviate that year
as well.
No, there has yet to be an
agreement over the labor disputes,
but rest assure that both sides did
learn from their mistake. Baseball
will be played without any interruptions. The pre-season talks
throughout Florida and Arizona,
as always, is who is the favorite to
win it all. It's always easy to say
the defending champions are the
favorite, and in this case it would
be the Atlanta Braves. Indeed the
Braves are a strong candidate from
the National League, but this may
be the season for the American
League.
The off-season was mighty
kind to some AL teams with a few
keyfreeagentpick-ups. TheCleveland Indians may have the deadliest starting five in the history of
the major leagues. One-time Cy
young award winners Orel
Hershiser and "Black Jack"
McDowell, Charles Nagy and
Dennis Martinez. And they all
throw in the low to mid 90' s. Look
for three of the five to win at least
20 games a piece. The Indians
bring back some explosive offense,
led by one time "corked bat leader"
Albert Belle.
The American League
cinderella team: the California Angels. J.T. Snow and company will
look to avenge a late season slump
last year after blowing an 1I game
lead in September. The Angels are
offon the right foot this year,jumping out to a 14-3 spring training
record (as of Sunday).
The Yankees, White Sox,
Orioles and Mariners are all possible favorites to win at least a wild
card spot. In the AL.West, look for
Seattle and California to battle for
the division right down to the end
of the season. Cleveland should
walk away with the Central again,
and the East may see a tight three
way battle between N.Y., Baltimore and Boston.
The National League
doesn't show as much promise.
Each division is up for grabs with
no real favorite, with the exception
of the Braves in the NL East. The
Cubs will hope to feed off of the
return ofRyne Sandburg at second
base. The Dodgers are a threat in
the West with pitching sensation
HideoNomo. TheSt.LouisCardinals were picked to win their division last year but fell victim to the
Cincinnati Reds. Jose Rijo will
give his arm one last try as the
Reds will try and repeat as division
champs in the NL Central.
Sounds kind of boring, but
look for a rematch of last years'
World Series between the Braves
and the Indians, only this year the
tides will change. Cleveland over
Atlanta-series tied 1-1.

•

GOLDEN KNIGH IS EARN
UMASSIVE RESPECT AT
NCAA TOURNAMENT
DUCFshowed
Marcus Camby and
UMass a tough
brand of basketball.
by TONY MEJIA
Staff writer

It had been UCF's Achilles'
heel all year. The dreaded turnover.
Although the Knights were careful
with the ball when they weren't
being harassed, it was constant pressure from the top-ranked teamin the
nation that forced them to succumb
to 18 turnovers, forcing them to
surrender to UMass 92-70 in the
first-round of ·the NCAA Tournament.
The setting seemed almost
surreal. As CBS banners appeared
everywhere and tons offans crowded
in every crevice of the Providence
Civic Center, it would not have been
conceivable to believe that the Central Florida Golden Knights of the
tinyTAAC would be playing agame
in this environment.
These, howex_er, weren't the
same Knights we saw struggle for
most of the year. These were the
Knights that showed courage, heart
and determination in winning the

TAAC tournament by defeating
three higher-ranked opponents.
Wearing spiffy new uniforms, the
Knights Jost the opening tip, but
immediately got the ball bad~ after
Chris West ripped All-American
Marcus Cam by. Get a load of that
one. Harry Kennedy closed out the
unlikely sequence by stroking the
first of his four three pointers on the
afternoon. UCF was on it's way.
"The play that started the
game, bing, bang, boom-3 really
set the tone," UMass head coach
John Calipari commented. "If we
would' veletthem shoot uncontested
threes, they would've made them
all day."
The Golden Knights played a
knockdown, dragout first half with
the Minutemen as they matched
UMass and gave them a dose of the
full arsenal. Down by just four at
halftime, UCF waltzed into the
locker room dancing on air, leaving
the UCF faithful pinching themselves to see if this was for real.
''We know we were the only
people in the world who thought we
had a shot," Kennedy said. ''But we
were telling each other we could win.
We were still saying it at halftime."

photo/ElllLY REILY

UMass forward Donta Bright helps a hurt Marcus Camby
after Knights forward Reid Ketteler accidentally lacerated
him while trying to strip the ball from the 6-11 big man.

see KNIGHTS SHINE, page 11
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(left) Golden
Knights shooting
guard Eric Riggs
hits on one of his
six three-pointers
in the NCAA
Tournament's first
round game. He
had 20 points on
the afternoon, and
was the second
leading scorer for
the Knights.
(bottom) UCF
center Chris Wesf
fights for a
rebound with
Minutemen
forward Donta
Bright in the first
half against
UMass.
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